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Abstract— The main motive of our project is to implement a 

virtual human robot based on hand gestures using MEMS 

system. While being in the war field it is difficult for 

humans to withstand the extreme weather. So we have 

developed a robot model using MEMS system so that it can 

be automated using PC or it can be manually controlled 

using a joystick. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The word robot can refer to both physical robots and virtual 

software agents, but the latter are usually referred to as bots. 

There is no consensus on which machines qualify as robots 

but there is general agreement among experts, and the 

public, that robots tend to do some or all of the following: 

move around, operate a mechanical limb, sense and 

manipulate their environment, and exhibit intelligent 

behavior — especially behavior which mimics humans or 

other animals. Human–robot interaction is the study of 

interactions between humans and robots. It is often referred 

as HRI by researchers. Human–robot interaction is a 

multidisciplinary field with contributions from human–

computer interaction, artificial intelligence, robotics, natural 

language understanding, and social sciences. 

Robots are artificial agents with capacities of 

perception and action in the physical world often referred by 

researchers as workspace. Their use has been generalized in 

factories but nowadays they tend to be found in the most 

technologically advanced societies in such critical domains 

as search and rescue, military battle, mine and bomb 

detection, scientific exploration, law enforcement, 

entertainment, and hospital care. The robot has to adapt 

itself to our way of expressing desires and orders and not the 

contrary. But every day environments such as homes have 

much more complex social rules than those implied by 

factories or even military environments. Thus, the robot 

needs perceiving and understanding capacities to build 

dynamic models of its surroundings. It needs to categorize 

objects, recognize and locate humans and further their 

emotions. The need for dynamic capacities pushes forward 

every sub-field of robotics. On the other end of Human 

Robot Interaction research the cognitive modelling of the 

"relationship" between human and the robots benefits the 

psychologists and robotic researchers the user study are 

often of interests on both sides. This research endeavours 

part of human society.  

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the current era robots which are controlled through 

commands are mainly used in military applications .Gesture 

controlled robots are on ascent for military purposes, which 

are called as Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs). These 

robots are utilized to increase the warrior's capacity in an 

open territory. In the last few years, tremendous research is 

going on in various parts of the world to develop robots for 

military purposes. The current hand signal system for 

soldiers has some shortages, such as unavailability in the 

darkness and sometimes hard to keep stealth. Generally 

speaking, a potential-field method is successful in a static 

environment but is not suitable for a dynamic environment. 

This method is free of local minima problems and 

has the advantage of running with low-computational 

complexity. The “dynamic window approach considers all 

the possible velocities attainable by the robot to determine 

collision-free movement. However, global navigation aims 

to find an optimal path to the goal position. “Rapidly 

exploring random trees (RRT),” which has been proposed 

by Lavalle and Kuffner, take samples from the search space 

and connects valid samples to find a path from the start to 

the goal point. However, RRT does not consider dynamic 

objects, especially humans in the environment. Lee et al. 

proposed a collision-free navigation based on people 

tracking 

 
Fig. 1: Existing Robot system 

Although this algorithm provides a collision-free 

path, it does not consider whether or not the path will affect 

the motion of humans or other robots 

III. PROPOSED ROBOT SYSTEM 

The goal of this project is to have the telepresence robot 

recognize and follow military hand signals. These signals 

consist of commands such as Halt, Crawl Forward, Run 

Forward, Retreat, Flank Left/Right, etc. Upon recognizing a 

gesture the robot will execute a hardcoded response. In this 

system we are making use of RSSI instead of GSM for 

better security purpose. Making use of MEMS instead of 

biological sensor Implementation of night vision camera, to 

increase the efficiency of the robots during night time. 
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Fig. 2: Proposed Layout 

There are two main issues that should be addressed 

here: 1) The robot can move autonomously and safely in a 

human–robot environment in order to complete a specific 

task; and 2) the robot should behave in a both human- and 

robot-friendly manner during its movement. In past 

research, the second issue has hardly been given significant 

consideration. However, that is exactly what this research 

mainly investigates in particular. In fact, our study is based 

on the belief that there should be plausible rules between 

robots and humans to maintain safe and smooth navigations 

for all of them, for instance, that there are traffic rules that 

currently maintain the safety of both drivers and pedestrians. 

Although we cannot regulate human behaviors and motions, 

we can achieve the goal by regulating robot behaviors. We 

believe that these regulation rules should even serve as the 

most fundamental behaviors to be embedded in all robots’ 

relevant navigation algorithms. As a result, a robot should 

follow not only a safe and realistic physical path but a 

socially acceptable path in the existence of humans and 

other robots in the human–robot environment as well. 

IV. ALGORITHM  

Various rules have existed in human society for long time. 

Among vehicles, traffic rules regulate their behaviors like 

limiting their velocities, restricting driving directions, or 

deciding priorities over different vehicles, etc. Although 

there is no regulation among human motion, in fact, there 

are some non-written rules among humans. For example, 

when walking, people tend not to interfere with other 

people’s paths and tend not to disturb other people who are 

currently working. The research by Hall even proposed 

social spaces of associated humans and the fact that the area 

of each space is varying according to the relationships 

among humans. Therefore, some rules must be applied to 

the robots to regulate their behaviors similarly. These rules 

should consider two major issues, namely, safety and 

smoothness. Safety ensures collision free robot navigating in 

a human–robot environment, whereas smoothness enables 

robots not to interfere with humans and one another. The 

rules are as follows. 

1) Collision-free rule  

2) Interference-free rule  

3) Waiting rule  

4) Priority rule  

5) Intrusion rule 

6) Human rule 

V. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 

 
Fig. 3: Transmitting Unit 

 
Fig. 4: Robot Base Model 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The fabricated mechanical part of this robot provides 

flexibility, effectiveness and accuracy in operations like arm 

control, body control and gripper control for pick and place 

of an object. The operations like gripper open or close, arm 

up or down, and body rotation clockwise or anti clockwise 

and the movement of the robot in all directions have been 

tested to know about the usability. 

The control circuit designed comprises of low cost 

and reliable electronic devices. This circuit can be extended 

for further addition of new functions. The robot designed is 
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less expensive, consumes less power, accurately 

controllable. 

Artificial intelligence for vision, touch sensing and 

object reorganization with pneumatic control can be 

incorporated to improve the utility of the robot in the places 

of application. Technical requirement on both software and 

hardware is fulfilled. Freedom of angle is achieved in our 

software as well as hardware. Future enhancements also 

possible in our system, without major modifications. 

 
    Fig. 5: Simulation Output Graph 
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